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Pope Francis downplays threat of Vatican
scrutiny of religious orders
By Alessandro Speciale| Religion News Service, Published: June 11

VATICAN CITY — Weeks after authorizing a continued investigation of American nuns,
Pope Francis told a group of nuns and priests from Latin America not to worry if they found
themselves under similar scrutiny.

The pope’s purported remarks came during a meeting with top officials of the Latin
American Conference of Religious (CLAR) on June 6.

During the meeting, Francis seemed to refer
to the Vatican investigation of an American nuns’ group, the Leadership Conference of
Women Religious, while telling the Latin American delegates not to worry should they find
themselves the target of a similar investigation.

“They will make mistakes, they will make a blunder, this will pass! Perhaps even a letter of
the Congregation for the Doctrine (of the Faith) will arrive for you, telling you that you said
such or such thing. . But do not worry. Explain whatever you have to explain, but move
forward.”

In what was seen as one of the defining acts of Pope Benedict XVI’s papacy, the Vatican’s
doctrinal office issued a “doctrinal assessment” that criticized the LCWR for not speaking
out strongly enough against gay marriage, abortion and women’s ordination.

The Vatican also chided the U.S. nuns for “serious doctrinal problems” among many LCWR
members, and said LCWR conferences suffered from “a prevalence of certain radical
feminist themes incompatible with the Catholic faith.”

A partial account of the meeting was published Sunday (June 9) by the Chilean magazine
“Reflexion y Liberacion,” and later translated into English by the Rorate Coeli website.

Francis also reportedly admitted the existence of a “gay lobby” within the Vatican, and
confessed that he is “disorganized” when it comes to administrative matters such as
reforming the Vatican Curia.

The Vatican’s chief spokesman, the Rev. Federico Lombardi, on Tuesday said the meeting
was “of a private nature” and “therefore, I have no statement to make on the content of the
conversation.”
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amelia45 wrote:

I wonder if Pope Francis is sending a message to the Temple Police - the ones who report a priest for single
word that is changed in the mass or for saying "sisters and brothers" rather than "brothers and sisters."
Hopefully the bishops will pay attention and stop this kind of rewarding of gossips and legalists who take the
heart out of faith and who think their job is to report any possible malfeasance on the part of anyone to anything
they consider the "pure" faith. 

Maybe, just maybe, Pope Francis can bring about a return to a real expression of faith by real, whole, caring,
thoughtful, prayerful, hopeful, adults.

jdpetric responds:

Real expression of faith by real, whole, caring, thoughtful, prayerful, hopeful, adults should be based
on God's Word the Bible rather than the doctrines of men as commandments. John 17:17, Matthew
15:8
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According to the “Reflexion y Liberacion” account, which seems to consist of notes from the
meeting rather than an actual word-for-word transcript, Francis admitted that his task as
head of the church’s central administration, the Roman Curia, is “difficult.”

In the Curia there are “holy people,” he said, but “there also is a stream of corruption.” ‘’The
‘gay lobby’ is mentioned, and it is true, it is there. . We need to see what we can do.”

Reports of a “gay lobby” appeared in the Italian press last year in the context of the so-called
Vatileaks affair that led to the arrest of Pope Benedict XVI’s personal butler for leaking
confidential documents to the press.

Benedict tasked three retired cardinals to investigate the allegations of infighting and
personal rivalries in the Curia revealed in the documents. Their report was passed on to
Francis after his election in March.

According to the Rorate Coeli report, Francis also said that “almost all Cardinals” asked for
a reform of the Curia during the cardinals’ close-door meetings that preceded the conclave.

“I also asked for it. I cannot promote the reform myself, these matters of administration. . I
am very disorganized, I have never been good at this. But the cardinals of the Commission
will move it forward,” he reportedly said.
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